Year 3

Spring 1

History

What is the impact of the Roman Empire on Britain?
Which historical knowledge should I already know?

To help me answer the BIG questions I will learn the following words….

The changes between the Stone Age and the Iron Age.
Use historical terms linked to key periods: the Victorians, Stone Age and Iron Age.

Word

AD
BC
Celts

Which historical skills will I have already developed?
Use a variety of resources to learn about the past.

Chief or Leader
Emperor
Empire
Gaul
Invasion
Mosaic
Round House
settlement
villa

Definition
(Anno Domini) Used to show the years after Jesus was born.
(Before Christ) Used to show the years before Jesus was born
People living in Britain and some parts of Europe after the Iron
Age.
Ruler or king.
Leader, ruler or king of an empire
Many countries that are ruled by one leader
The area of Western Europe in the past.
To try to take over a place by force.
A piece of art or image made from the assembling of small pieces
of coloured glass, stone, or other materials.
Home for a Celt
A place where people decide to live
A country house build for wealthy Romans

To help me answer the BIG question I will be learning…



Significant people
Boudicca
Caesar
Claudius




Queen of a Celtic tribe that led a resistance against the
Romans.
Roman leader who first invaded Britain in 55BC
Emperor who conquered Britain.



about the founding and expansion of Rome,
what life was like for the Celts and their round houses before the
Roman invasion,
about the military strategies when the Romans invaded Britain,
the importance of Boudicca’s resistance,
the developments the Romans brought to Britain which affected our
subsequent history and even our language.

Timeline
793 BC
Building of
Rome begins

130 BC
Conquer
Greece and
most of Spain

43 AD
Romans
invade Britain

61 AD
Boudicca’s
rebellion

71 AD
Romans
conquer
northern
England

122 AD
Begin
building
Hadrian’s
wall

200 AD
Barbarians
attack the
Roman
Empire

410 AD
Roman rule in
Britain ends

